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CHAPTER I 
STAT'Ii!MEI'i[T OF TBE PROBLEM. AND INTRODUC~ION 
The :problem. is one of eva..luating: the. reading program. in five 
e~eventh and twelfth grade grqups in Abington High School~ Th.;i.13 
eval~tion involves setting u:p e:x:perimen·bal g;t"ou:ps for alt~rnate free 
and formal reading programs tor :periods of eight weeks each, also of 
having a control group~ It invol"Vel3 evaluating 1/he resu.lta of 13tand-
ardized reading tests measuring speed and comprehension, These test& 
are useq. at the baginp.ing of the experiment, at thE! end of eight 
weeks, and at the end. of the e:x:periment ~ The study has the general 
objective of improving the teacher~s method by measuring the effects 
of certain p:ooe<edure and. by su"Qjectiv.e analysis of re;:mlts. 
It see.med. possible that a :free or extensive reading program. 
might be one of the possib.le means of adapting the curriculum to 
individual differences of pupils. It seemed by careful meal3ure-
ment of methods of teaching reading that an English teacher migb. t 
better prepare to meet the challenge of today in education~ The 
. ~· . 
authors of ''Problems o:r Adjustmentn; say, t~Ideally the highea.t aim of 
education. is to obtain a full understanding of each student in order 
-
to adjust educational offerings to his needs so that he may be 
1/Schneid.ler, Williamson, and. Paterson, S.tudent Guidance Techniques, 
Problems of Adjustment. 1i'fcGraw IU-11 Book Conip~y, New York, 19~8, 





double duty~ Major attention will be upon saving our democracy, but 
it is also our major responsibility to see that the oncoming genera-
tion is educated.!!! 
]J 
Dr. E. A.. Cross, President of the National Council of English 
Teachers, in a recent address gave a survey of the present national 
situation as it concerns problems of education. He said, ttT.h.e· Eng-
lish teache;rt:s share in the program of bringing up a new and dif-
ferent generation of Americans is central. No matter what the pres:ent 
or the. next brood of new educators may tell us, the ability to read 
is the foundation of education. r.r 
Besides empha;s,izing the skill achievement necessary and the 
adaptib:ill ty o·f material ta various levels, he emphasized the impor-
te.nce of literary appreciation as lba hundred times more pojtent in 
influencing individuals, and nations than the most logical, i.ntellec-
£1 
tual argument o,r exposition that was ever written or spoken. 11 
Thi~ challe?ge to English teachers is also the subject of an y 
article by Dr. Dora -v:, Sini th in a comprehen~ive survey of the 
present crit.icif?ms of the teachers. of English, the validity of thes.e 
criticisms, and the way$. of meeting them. She says, 11W:e must scru-
iJinize carefully the results of our program in order to produce for 
ourselves and others evidence of the extent to which prevailing 
j/Dr. E. A.~ eros&, The English J"ournal (March, 1941) , Volume 30, Num-
b!S;r: 3, .P. 186-195. 
yroid., P. 195. 
~Dr. Do:;ra V.. S:rnith, The English J"ourna1 (I!'ebrue.ry, 194l}, Volume 30, 
NUIP.ber a, p._ 101-113 •. 
3 
• 
criticisms of our· instruction are just and the extent to which they 
are false. tt In Dr. Smith'$ present investigation of the major problem 
of English instruction today, 'froi;U two hund:r'ed re};llies of administra-
tors and teachers recei V'ed to date she finds that ttthe teaching o:t 
r~ading skil~s, ot exactness, at interpretation of the printed page, 
and of critical thinking about what is read E?tand at the top in the , 
1/ 
combined replies of all groups." 
']he problem of evaluation thus seems a vi tal one today. This 
study ist in a limited way, a part of that process • 
.!/Ibid., p. 112. 
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In a report by t.he Evaluation Sta:ff o:f this same Eight-Year 
1/ 
Study of the ProgreE~si ve Education Association, we note that - ''they 
.have learned never to be surprised at what it~'! ~mrveys show concerning 
the books and magazines +ead by pupils in the thirty secondary schools 
participating in the study. n They find that ""an increasing number o:f 
schools are facing the situation frankly and are experimenting with a 
variety o:f ways of ada:pting the literature program to the interest::~ 
and abilities o:f pupiis instead of' forcing all pupils into the Pra-
Y 
crus:t!ean bed .of a rigid curriculum.'"· They mention also the pleasant 
a.tmosphere of a class of "~hirty-five pupils abso+bed in the reading 
of' thirty-five di;f:ferent books."' 
In a comparative atudy o:f reading attainment in a :free and formal 
reading program of three schools ~n 5th, 6th and 7th g~ades, Davi4 y . 
Byrneside · :r·ound that the experim,ental grou:ps :made reliable statis-
tical gains and that the chief' improvements noted might be~ 
(1) u:k joyf'ul reading situation. 
-(2) ttTake care of' di;f:ferent reading levels, 
. ' 
(3) "Pe:rmits· children to advance according to their abilities."' if . 
Miss Nelle F. Kerchner finds evidenc.e in favor of' :free reading 
-
in a.. atudy made by Lou L~ Brant and Frieda M. Heller in which the 
1/R.ece.n:t !L'.rends .in Reading, SUpplementary Educational MonograJ:?h., Con-
f'erence o~ Reading · (Novemb.er, 1939) , p. 273-2'75 ~ 
_y'Ioia~ 
3/David,,Byrneside, ''A. Com.J?arative Study of Reading Attainment in Free 
and Fo:cmal Reading Program..tt, Unpublished Mas.ter's Thesis, LouisiaJ:!.a 
Stat~ University, .1~38. 
!/Nelle F. Kerchner, The English ;ro~l (M:trch, 1941), ·Volume 30, p. 
254. 
6 
pl;!Xpoae of the evaluation wa~ "to detennine trends ot growth in both 
~uantity and QUality of reading measured as in ter.ms of breadth Of 
interests tmd improvement or standards. The investigato;t's found 
that girls turned to adu~t fiction sooner than boys, a trend of growth 
both in ~uantity of reading and discrimination. The older pupils 
displayed an increasing interest in non-fiction, growth in variety of 
subject mati;er, strong interest in various cultures ant\ nationalities, 
with a decided preference for the American and modern. The monograph 
portrays a ~ocal l?i tuation anO: ~overs a comparati ve1y short time. 
Miss Kerchner saya, however, that ttit reflects c~early and convincingly 
a trend in the changing CU+r·icu1um. u· 
. ll 
:Mr~ Witty and Mr. Kopel . in an experiment in four specia::(. classes 
of grades IX B and IX A !ound a:.n advance in an interval of one semes-
te;r: 
~oted was a definite general improvemeni; in the quality 
o! the expression and in the thought of' the written comments 
upon books and magazine articles read.? Speed in reading rate 
increased from a group median of· 160 to 470 words per minute. 
cro~ensurate changes in comprehension were observed.~ 
In studying the reading of superior high school pupils Mr, Charles 
:Y 
w. Raubicheck fou,nd tt-that these pupils were not in need of lists o! 
recommended reading::!. tt He reports, "'Where the younger ones see only 
the simplest values in books, and usually those of a strongly moral 
tone, the older pupils have learned to find in :Uterature more sup.tle 
J/P~ul Witty and David Kopel., ttMoti va ted Remedial Readi:)lg in the High 
Schoo.l"'., The English J"ou;:nal (Septemb.er, 1936), ·Volume 25, Number 7. 
,Ycharies W: .• Raubiche~kj ""The .Reading of Supe;ior High School Pupils~~", 
The English J"ournal {September, 1940) , Volume 30, Number 7, p. 542-550, 
'.' .. '· .. ., . . 
7 
and comple:x: values."' He belie~ve~ that tri t is a fatal mistake in Q:.eal.-
ing with superior pupils not to press them at every stage to the limit 
of their capabil.i ties."" 
]:/ 
Miss Visa Dickerson in a questionnaire to ninet;v teachers in 
various part~ of the United States found that 
t.t-the free reading program has shown important though indirect 
"values of improving the vocabulary and increasing the general 
information of t4e student. It has helped the student to choose 
voluntarily a better t.ype o;r reading matter -than that to which 
he had been herat.ofo:re accustomed.."' 
'EI 
Dr. !{cMU.rry of Co+umbia Uni vers.ity has said: 
~rt is known that children will greatly increase their 
mastery of a reading vocabul.ary·by voluntarily reading sto;r:iea 
or books which they enjoy. In many eases the children are not 
consciously trying to maater the symbols and vocabularies, but 
th:i,s result. is attained incidentally, as a natural by product 
of a healthy, energetic.1 interest~rt: · 
~ 
Miss Agness Boysen points out in regard to character ed.uea tion 
the need. of teaching pupils what to read 8J3, well as how to read, the 
p.eed of giving ttap. interest in that which is inspirational, uplifting, 
wholesomely entertaining and authentic ••• ~of gaining a distaste for 
that which d.epictfi. falsity, misrepresentation, unnecessary and morbid 
descriptions of evi 1 and crime. ttr She says. also, 
rt:Qhildren should approach the reading period with anticipa-
tion .. and pleasure. They must continually experience the feel-
ing of success~ Too often have pupil$ been plunged into 
]}Visa M,. Dickerson, "Free Reading in the Teaching of Li terature 11 , · 
UnpubUsheQ. ]Easter' a T.b.esis, University of. Southern Cali:f.'ornia, Los 
4Jlgeles, Cal.i,fornia~ l-935,, p ~ 50 • 
.§/Charles ·A. McMurry, The Elem.enta of Gen,eral Method. Public School 
Publishing ColUJ;)any, ),.898, p. ~5. ··' · · · ·· · · ·· ·· 
_;! Agne:;;s Boysen, First. Things Firat. A Practical Plan of Oharapter 
Education for School and Rome •. p;. ApiJl.eton Century Company, p. 83. 
8 
some.thing too difficult and as a ::r:es.t!.lt, have acquired an !:J,:ve~ 
sion :Cor the au,.ojeet. .An abundance of material at the childts 
own level will s.olve. this problem.tt 
}/ 
In "'The Motivation o.f Readingtt the authors emphasize the impor-
tanee of e~tablishing a motive in connection vd th the pu:gils.t int~ests 
and mention as one ot thE}ae moti vea the sha.:dng o:t: the r·esul ts of y 
reading with other mE!DI-be~ of the ~oup. They state also, 
l1F.A, motive for reading which is, always effective with cer-
ta.in types o.f children and which ris.es with increasing promi-
nence as the. ehiidren mature and. advance :Ln. ability, ia that of 
reading merely to exte~ a~quaintance With literature and far 
the sake of mastering the· best that. has been rec:orded by the 
w;orld' s g;reatest thinkers. and ni ters •. tt> 
In a recent survey of the. recreational reading of 3,000 eleveuth 
~~ 
an<t twelfth grade students, Miss Frances Broehl finds that 2, 000 
students state that their reading is limited by "'so much homework."' 
A co·nsiderable number mention their recreational actiV'ities also as 
:l.imi ting their: time for reading, Many. studen..ts mention work after 
school hours. One of the remedies suggeated for this was. to have same 
re.a.ding done in cJ.aas. and mm::e !tl;f.'rea reading~ tt In this sam.a survey 
the au..thor notes the inf'luenc.e. on ::r:ecreational reading, of the best 
seller, the movies, the radio, a::p.d the autom.<i"Mle. She says., UNo one 
has estima:ted the amount of time formerly <ievoted to reading which 
has been displaced b.y lis.tening to the ;radio~ The quiet by the fire-
sid~ is ~:J . .m;ost a picture o:r the pa&t .• ~ 
1/R. B~. W:'ilson and G. M. Wilson, The Moti va;.tion .of Readi,ng. Houghton 
Mifflin Gomp&ny, 1915 and ~921, p.., 54 and o'i'. 
~Ibid., I>· 70. 
YFr®ces Ba-oehl, ·"'New Irl.:f:lu~nces in Field of Recreational Readingrt, 
The En.glial.l J"oui:nal (April, l94l), Vol.\.Ulle 30, Numper 4, :p .. 281.,..2.86. 
9 
]:/ 
nuss Eleanor Harjian, in ~n ~xtensiv.e study of methods and 
materials in high school English, found that a free reading program 
contributed to the student at taste, vocabulary and information. She 
uses the "'li ~erary es:calatorn as a motivating tech:r.dq,ue, rqaking lists 
of books on several successive levels. £! . 
Miss Elizabeth Coo~ writes about the amount of reading. done by 
men of great achievement, including Mr. Lloyd George, ;r. Ramsay ~c-
Donald, Theodore Roosevelt, Robert Louis Stevenson, and others.~ She 
says, u-certainly the :reading covered by men and women of achievement 
tends. to be little ;short of astonishing, in amount."' 
On the other side of th~, ques.tion, in favo:r of formal reading., 
:E/ 
Mr. L. a. Deighton says, ttFree reading, it it avoids. all analysis, 
will go no faxther than .achi~ving an unenlightened interest in read-
ing. The program. which develops interest by infonration will d.evelo:P 
a sounder· interest 'Q:ecaus.e it is infonned. 1" 
j{ 
Mr:. adler is critical of the reading process in school toCl.ay. 
He says, "There is no indicatio1;1, that the schoall't are developing per-
:ma.t~.ent interest in reading as a leisure time ae:ti Vi ty. tt He gives, as 
1/Eleanor Harjian, rrThe Contribution o.f a Free Reading. 'Vocabulary and 
Informa. tion", Unpublished Ma..stert s Thesis, .University of Southern 
G&lifornia, 1938, p~ 40 •. 
_&!Elizabeth cr. Cook,. Reading the Novel. Little Brown and Gampany, 
1935, p., !3~40~ 
~L. G. Deighton, ttShall Reading Be Free?·" The English :fourn.al (May, 
1936). . 
.!/Mortimer Adler, l:tE:ow to Read a Book"', The ut o:r Getting a Liberal 
Ed-ucation. Simon ®d. Schuster, 1~40, .p. 71. 
10 
evidence of this, several surveys, one of thousands of investigations 
1/ 
by J"ames. MUnsell. He says, uWhat about English? Here too is a 
record of' f'ailure and def'eat?"" He cites also the inquiry carried out 
!I 
p;y Prof'essor Gulick of Oolunihi~ with the Board of' Regents of New 
York State. ·ti!Ji'ewe;c than 40% of the boys and. girls had read. any book 
.... 
or :part of a book in the two weekS~; preceding the interview. tt 
.. 
He eini?hasizes analysis o.f pocks in (1) structural, (2) inter-
~ 
:pretative, and. (3) critical aspects. He says als.o, ttThere should. be 
some discernible pl.'o<luct. of· your men~l activity11 in,. reading. tt<Learn-
ing the rul.ea. might help, but nothing:. can replace the prime considera-
~./ 
tion which is reading books. tt 
:d' 
llllr, Hitchcock gives one a realization of the scope and ~or-
tance of the task at teaching literature. 
ttLi terary appreciation as conceived by many who talk about 
it g,libly to me s.eems to he mainly moonshine ••• ,.It cannot be 
imposed upop. pupils, lectured. into them;~ ••• Apparently all that 
one can do it he. wishea. an honeat prod.uct is. to keep conditions--
s.oil and. climate--favoraole f'or ita nor:mal, slow development. tt 
E! 
M):. Hi tcb,.cpck, ;t.n accord with many others, 6lllJ?hasizes. the impor-
tance of ngetting. from the page •• ,,what the author intended they 
should get,tt 
}jThid.' P~ 69 .. 
!{Ibid., p .. 'll, 
_§~Ibid.' :p • J.a4. 
.!/ Al:fred M, Hi tchaock1 Bread Loaf T~lks on Teaching Li terat1lre. 
Henry Holt and Company, 1928,. p. 109. 
5/Ibid.. , p. 18 and )..9. 
ll 
]j 
~! ~nry Seidel Ga;nby has. said that in litera:ey cri ticiSI!l 
there ara three. main p.oint~ to consider, "What was the author trying 
t.o do.? Did h~ do it? 1las it worth doing?* 
In a report of the eJ:ommi t.t:ee on The FUnction o:f English for- the 
Progressive Education Association Gommission o~ Secondary School Cur~ 
-~ .. 
rict~.lum., the !IDI.:Pha~is is o:q. la;nguage meaning. and great.er co:P.trol o:f 
language, togethe;p- with enrichment of ex,g·eriences and associations. 
ttTb,e greater the control over languag_e, the greater will be 
the pgwer to re~ize the authorts meaning>$, and the wider and 
:fi+mer the basis :ror the study pf other things which dert ve from 
literature and for which literature is and should ne taught in 
the schools. Without the auffi~ient comprehension• the student 
:not o·nly ;fails __ to see and comprehend those thinga which made :f'or 
the inclusion of that :particular· book :i,rl_the body of 'Great \'fo:~;ks' 
but also. has consequently su.bsti tuted something actually g_ui te 
di:rterent from. that book. tt · · 
The writer a.tatea, ttif the sub~ti tution made by the' stu.dent is. wide 
enough, he might better be spending his t:iin.e reading s.omething else. tt 
:§/ 
The· authora. o:t this book do not argue: for wide reading or formal but 
·o.elieve that the two go hand in. hand, that th<:~ tt-nde reading is as 
much a part of the experiEmce necessary :f.'or the acquisition of a pow<:~r 
to read wall as. the power to read well is necessary for realizing the 
benefits to be gained from wide reading." 
1/Re:nry Seidel C'an[),y, Lecture on Literary Criticism, Roston Univerl3ity 
School of Education, ll.!rarch 8, 1940. 
!/Language in ~eneral Ed.ucation, A. :Report of' the Gomroi ttee on the 
Function o.f' English for the General E:duca:.tion A.ss.ociation Q'ommiss.ion 
on Secondary_School CUrriculum. D •. Appleton Century Q:ompany, l940, 
:p. 59. . . 




that we must teach :Q.ow to chooE!e :reading wisely~ 
1/ 
In tl,An Orientation Course in Education" the authors~ state, 
.. 
li"The age is characterized by e::x;pan~d interests. Intel-
lec.tua,lly as well as socially, . the school ahould make these 
yeaxa a pe:riod o;C high ad.VE)nture. · Curricular and ext:ra-
~Urricular of'ferings should give the children opportunities 
· t.o explore in many :fields. tt-
T.)ley remind us that tt'learning is ~ camp lex; a.f:fair, tt· cl.a.s sifying the 
types as fol.lows; 
Types Of Learnin& Depend.ent on Repetition 
1. Sld.ll and Habit 
2~ icquisition of Knowledge 
Learning Dependent Primarily on the Fiv:e Senses 
1. Senso:ry Learning, Awareness 
2.. Perceptual Learning 
11Dependent upon the exp.eriences through which an individ-
ua,l h~;Ls passed, for ohviously one who has seen many things, and 
passed. througp_ many ·e:x;periences will interp:ret s.timuli more et-
fectively than an equally intelligent bbserve:r whose bac~round 
is less rich, tJi 
T.b.e probl~ of €)Valuation Of reading is a complex one, as is 
£1 
generally conc.eq.ed. Miss Luella aole . says, 
ttReading is a highly complex perfo:rmance in which v~s~on, 
eye mov~ent§,_inne:r speech, memory, word-knowleqge, inferences, 
past experience, and general intelligence all combine to pro-
<iuce the effects observed. .Any approach is sure to be piec.e-
meal.tt-
1/J"oseph s·~ Butterweck and J". Con:rad Seegers, An Orientation .in· Edu-
cation. Roughton Mifflin Company, 1933~ p. 2:'72. 
2/D.l.ella. Qole, The. lmpnovement of Reading, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 
New York, l\il38, p~ ~-
14 
• ~ •• y. 
She states. that 
tt-the va~iabili ty :i.n. achievement is usually leasil in the lowest 
_and most in the highest. The u:pper lim:i. ts ot achievement ri 1=1e 
as the children become older, but the lower end of' the class 
makes little progress. As a result the two ends or the dis-
tribution are constantly getting turther and further apa:rt.'" 
}} 
Dr. Durrell give13 the following suggestions for evaluation of· 
ou\;comes: 
1. Measurement of the e4:perimental element. He says., "Research 
will be aide~ oy the development-of measures for the dif-
ferential analysis of the various factors involved i~ read-
ing •. t:t 
2. 1feasurement of +elated elements. For example, ttincreases in 
s;peed of reading may be oi'fset by loss in comprehension. t~: 
3! Measurements ot small units of progress. t!Most ot the stand-
ardized tests are insensitive to smal,l units pf. progress. tt 
' 4. ... :Evaluation of delayed outcomes. The effectl:i may not appear 
at once~ 
5.. The evaluation of the ;r!esu1ts for different element!3 o:t' the 
population~ tt:A procedure may b:e e:f;fective with brigh-t{ chil~ 
dren but not with dull.~ 
In considering the problem of evaluation of instructional pro-
!} 
c:eCJ,ures, Tieg1:1 says, 
11Tb.e _problem· is complicated by the fact of con.flicting evi-
dence. So many factors ente;r into most measurement s;i tuations 
that although a number of' conditions adjudged to be important are 
h-eld con.stant, I'JUbtle hidden variables often vitiate conclusion~'!. 
Thus, the problem of validating educational Procedures is com.-
:glica.ted by trallition, unwarranted. biases or enthu~Siasms. and the 
limitationfi of measurement tool~:~ themselves."' 
.17n. D .. Dunell., Research l?roblems·in Reading in the Ele:ptentary school. 
Fo-q:rth Annual·Researoh Bulletin, The National Conference on Research' 
:t,n Elementary School English (February, 1935) , p. ~1 .. 
§"Ernest w. Tiegs., Tes.ts. and Measurement.s f:or .Teache:rs. Houghton 
Miffli:p,. com.pany, 19~1, ;P. aoa. · ··· · · · · 
15 
.. ' 
It 4as peen found. true repeatedly that the control group in ex-
perim.ental work has shown results comparable to the experimental 
groups. In the Report of the School Survey C'ommi ttee· of Eingham., 
-c-v 
Massachusett~, Dr~ Burton found that some teachers with traditional 
methods were securing favorable results even when they were violating 
the principles of approved procedure. 
In regard to difficulties encountered in the mastery ot reading y 
Dr. Wilson says , 
""Since the.s.e difficulties manifest th!3!llselves in the rate 
o.f reading and the degree to which pupils can comprehend, meas-
urements in xeading which det(:lrmine the amount of rate and com-· 
prehension have an. important bearing on the t.eaching of reading. 
Tb,rough the a:pplic.ation of reading tests, the rate and. com.pre-
l;l.ension ot an individual can be readily dete:rm,ined. 1t 
y 
~ofessor Brueckner of the University of Minnesota has said, 
ttThe approach to evaluation through a study o:t' the educational prodnct 
is a much more dependable one than a plan based on appraisal of the 
procedures and processes of the educational program as such~ It 
4/ -
Charles Swain Thomas,- in discussing the It-General Principles Gov-
erning the Choice of Literary Selections~, says that we need to en-
.. 
courage a commonalty ot culture encouraging a common traditional 
1/W'illia:m Burton, Herbert B.la.ir and Samuel :Brownell, The Report of the 
survey Committee, Hingham.,_ Massachusetts. Harvard Graduate School o'f 
Education, Chapter 6. 
_gjG'uy Mi.t.chell Wilson and Kremer .r. Hoke, How to Measure. Macmillan 
o·ompa.ny, 192~~·!'· j ••r 
.,WGeorge .r. Brueckner, "'The Evaluation of Teaching Progr8III1;ltt, National 
Elementary Principal (Fe"bruary, 1940), Volume ao, Number 3, _ 
§"charles SWain Thon:iE;.~h The Teaching of English in the .Secondary School. 
Hougb.ton M1fflin CoJlll>any,· l9a7, :p-~·183. ··· · · · 
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cul tu,:ve. BesiQ.es iiJ,cluding tlle old writers, he emphasizes the im.:por..., 
tance o:f guidance in outside reading and recomrn,ends the :personal co:q.-
terence as the best a,.:p:proach •. 
~oreover, by showing an interest in current lite~ature 
the teacher will o:ften e~:~tablish a more human relationship with 
the boys and girls who are interested in the si'x best sellers 
and his manifest enjoyment of same o:t' the current six will add. 
poignancy and J?OWer to his :praise of a book Of old :re:pute.tt-
Re recommends for high school the use·of tests that-measure com:pre-
hension and appreciation, for ttrevelations of s].Jecial abilities im-
mediately open: up :possihili ties for quickened educational advance, 
and revelations of disabilities demand the instant use of effective 
]} 
r8llledial measures •. u 
Summary and Conclusions 
There is a tendency in progressive schools today to adapt the 
literature ].Jrogrrun to the individual level and interest, Free :read.-
ing is a procedure used successfully by some teachers in creating a 
pleasant reading situation ana in adapting the material of' the :Eng-
lish curricuJ,a to the level o:r· tb..e pupil.· It is recommended to-give 
:pupils interest in ~ns:pirational literature, to prevent aversion to 
reading and to motivate discussions of reading experiences. 
In limited experiments it has resulted in statistical gains in 
comprehension and. rate o:f reading. In these experiments a trend 
toward reading modern books is noted. .Many ed'Ucato:rs maintain that 
this method has indirect value in improving vocabulary, taste, and in 




High school pupila comment upon lack a:r time for reading due to 
homework and activities~ The radio, movies, and automohile are reca&-
nized as factors influencing recreational reaQing. 
:V.any teachers maintain that little improvement can be made with-
out analysis and study of ;Language meaning, that the a,uthort-s meaning 
and control of language are of primary importance, and that exactness: 
of interpretation re~uires fo~l procedure~ 
The importance of critical choice and discrimination of material 
is emphasized, a/3' well aa condi tiona favorable for sJ.ow improvement 
and development ~n reading. 
Some maintain that free reading encourages unenlightened interest 
and vacation periods. Others, Vlho do not argue for free or formal 
reading, believe that one is indispensable to· the other. 
Authorities on evaluation concede the problem to be a comJ?lex 
one~ · They recogllize the need· of d.eveloping, means of analyzing various 
factors and small units of progress. They s.tate that statistical mea!$-
urement of comprehension and spea4 can be dete~ned definitely, but 
that the many variables in any instructional procedure of'ten limit 
to some extent the conclusions of an experiment, Gontrol groups often 
" 
show results comparable to experimental groups. Standardized teats 
are :pecommended for the benefit of the remedial measures. which their 
results involve. 
The conclusion may be draWR that conflicting opinions in regard 
to procequre warrant an experiment in free reading. It seems probable 
• 
that standardized testa measuring rate and compFehensio~ will ~ive 
~e.liable resu:j,ts. The control group results may ll):e expected to cem-
pare :ravocrab.ly with the experimental group. Free reading may give 
students a fee:ling of interest and succ:ess. because of adapilatio~ of 
matei-ial to their various levels. The experiment l'!hould be useful 




OONDUCTING OF 1ffiE ElCPERIM;ENT 
Since the investigation seemed to war.I:'an t an experiment in free 
reading, the plans for conducting it were made with the; fo·llowing 
aims:: 
To i:ln.proYe attitude of pupils toward reading. 
To improve reading ha.bi ts. 
To consider individual differences in reading. 
To improve teaching methods~ 
The following, outcomes. seamed posaib:le: 
attitudes improved. 
Retter diagnosis of reading difficulties. 
Habits of reading formed. 
Freer discussion of ;.ceading. 
Mbre definite evaluation of methods for improvement. 
1. Reading comprehension. 
2. Reading speed. 
Better teaching. 
It ~eemed important first to improve the attitude of pupils 
toward reading. In one eleventh grade civic group in which the 
majority of pupils had no specific vocations in mind, but whose voca-
tional interests varied from mechanical or household arts to office 
work, eighteen, pupils of the thirty-one: were not tcUcing books from 
- 12.9 -
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the public library; ten had not taken books from the school library 
in the last three months, from ~une to the end of September. The 
majority were not enthusiastic about reading. In a commercial class 
of twenty-four, most pupils had library cards, but nine had not used 
them in the last :three months, W.1.8.ny pupils of all groups did not 
like to read, The books which they had read in school and consid ... 
ered of real value to them were very limited in number. 
The attitude toward reading was much better in the college 
and twelfth grade civic groups, but it seemed possible that a free 
reading program would give an opportunity for more individual choices 
and more personal guidance, It might promote. the habit of reading 
tor leisure activity and offer a better opportunity for each pupil 
to read the type of book of his level,,_ his particular interest 
and ap.ti tude, thus working toward his social development and adjust-
ment. 
It also seemed feasible to expect freer discussion of books and 
a wider variety of reading experience. There might be the stimulu!!! 
of expression of opinion and interchange of ideas. It would give an 
opportunity for more socialized class work. There would be a diag-
nosis of reading problems. 
In setting up the experiment, five groups of eleventh and twelfth 
grade pupils in the high school at Abington, Massachuset"j)s, were 
selected. The school has, an enrollment of 356 pupils. The groups 
included two college preparatory classes, one of the eleventh grade, 
y 
or ll..~l, with 2.6 pupils; on~ of the .twelfth grade, ,0+' 12-1, with 31 
pupils; two general or civic groups, one of th~ eleventh grade, 11~3, 
with 2.6 pupilsj one of the twelfth grade, 12-3 with 21 pupils; one 
commercial group of eleventh grade, 11 ... ~, with, 2.4 pupils. 
The I.Q., 's ranged from 72 to 142. acc.ording to records secured. 
Since these were incomplete or unreliable, it did not seem feasible 
to equate the groups~ Therefore, the rotation technique was employed, 
with the plan of testing the pupils with a reliable standardized test 
at the beginning of the ex:geriment, of using the f:J?ee-reading method 
with the experimental groups for eight weeks, retesting, of using 
the formal method with the same gl.'oups for eight weeks and retesting. 
The four experimental groups used were 12-1, 12-3, 11-1, and 11-3, 
but on account of availability of material, the 12 .... 1 and 12-3 groups 
had free reading first, 11-1 and 11-3 the formal method first, with 
a reversal of the procedure at the end of eight weeks. 
The commercial g:J?oup, 11-a, wa~ a control group for the entire 
sixteen-week period, The other groups were experimental, but this 
one waa taught in accordance with the teacherr s usual method. 
In September the American Oquncil O:oop.erati ve Literary Qompre-
hension Test was given to all groups and the scores in reading com:-
prehension and speed tabulated. 
yrn Abington High School, the figure 1 after the grade signifies 
college preparatory groups, the figure 2 signifies commercial groups, 
and the figure 3 signifies civic or general g+.>oups. Thus ll-1 is 
eleventh grade col,lege. 
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In preparation for individual direction in reading, .the office 
records of each pupil were noted in respect to vocational interests, 
and recreational activities. In order to secure more information 
about individual background, the following data were taken in the 
English q.la13ses: titles of books which pupils remembered from child-
hood reading; title of one book of interest read in ~~38, 1939, and 
19~0; also the approximate number ot books read during the three months 
preceding the experiment. 
For the first eight weeks in the ~-1 anQ. ;L2.-3 groups, one period 
each week was used for ~'"free" reading. Pupils were allowed to bring 
books of their own choice to c.lass, but the;re were also enough books 
in the classroom li'QI•ary for their use. This small library includes 
about a hundred books, among which are five collections of modern 
plays, about an equal number of collections of short sto;ries and 
biographies, two Copeland Readers, a few novels of :per.manent value, 
several books of modern verse, a few modern books of adventure and 
travel~ Resides these, there were copies of Readerst Dige,st, occa;-
l:lional copies of Harpers Magazine, A.tlantic Monthly, New ~ Sunday 
Times and Tribune Mag11zines w On one small table in the classroom 
were :placed a few,new, attractive books borrowed from the larger 
library for each free~reading period, Pupils frequently brought con.-
tributions of magazines and occasionally brought their personal 
favorite editions of books. 
The school library materials were in continual use~ The ~chool 
librarian was consulted frequently and was most helpful in cooperation. 
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1-fany books. that had not been off the shelves before were soon in use. 
The materials used most freely were J26 books of ;fiction, 34 of travel, 
?9 ot collective and personal biography, 40 occupational books, al-
though the last two were not in such constant damand during the ex-
periment as the first two types. 
The town librarians were consulted about the experiment and were 
very helpful in directing choice toward better books of the pupils' 
taste and level. 
The amount of reading done by each pupil tor the period and other 
voluntary leisure reading was recorded each week on cards kept avail-
able at the desk for use of pupils and for teacher inspection~ A 
speed test was taken once during each free reading period and the 
reading rate per minute recorded so that pupils and teacher might 
note gains or losses in speed or differences in rate with different 
material. Pupils freg_uently wrote short phrase coinments on the card& 
about the interest or value of the books read, but these were not com-
pulsory. 
No book reports were written, but discussions about books were 
held for part ot another period each week. These discussions were 
often conducted by pupils. Recommendations of books were made and com-
ments, interchanged freely. The following topics. were used :for dis-
cussion: 
How to Choose a Book 
How Many Books to Read 
Should Books be Censored? 
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Standards for the free reading were set up by each group. The 
following were those for ~2-1; 
To read for entertainment. 
To increa~e ability to concentrate. 
To develop habits.of reading. 
To incr(:!ase in:E'ormation. 
To help in ~ocial understanding. 
The 12-3 group had a slightly different list: 
To read for enjoyment. 
To gain information. 
1~ Larger r.ocabulary. 
a. Vocational infonn.ation. 
3. Knowledge about hobbies. 
4. Knowledge o:r human heings. 
Two :pupils in the art department made charts of the initial 
selections of books for the bulletin boards. Clippings about books 
and m~terial of literary or current interest were used continually on 
the bulletin boards. 
Each free~reading period was quiet, and the room made a~ attrac~ 
tive as :possible. supervision and direction of the reading was. done 
q_uietly during i;he :periods and in occasional short individual con~ 
:Cerences outside of class, with the teacher's aim that of making 
helpful suggestions instead of assignments. The choice of books was: 
noted carefully and. changes recommended in cases where the selection 
seemed unsuitable. For example, if a pupil was reading entirely modern 
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:fiction, the sugg~stion might be of:fered of a book of biography. 
For a girl int.erested in being a nurse, possibly ttMary Roberts Rine-
hart's A.utobio~aphy" might be reconmended; for a boy interest-ed in 
journalism, ttTh.e Autobiography of Lincoln Steffensn. If a boy was 
enjoying "Pitcairns Island" by Nordhoff and Hall or a collection of 
ttGreat Sea Stories''', J'oseph aonrad's stories were suggested. A girl 
of :C'oreign ext-raction usually en,joyed ttA Princess in Exile". For a 
girl reading second :r,-ate fiction, ~My Antonia" by Willa Cather was a 
good beginning for a higher type. Boys interested in aviation liked 
"Wind, Sand and s·tars"' by Antoine DeSa:i,.nt E:x:upery. For boys who did 
not like to read, books by J'ack London, or Sabatini~ short stories by 
O'Henry, 1~'Gallagher',. by Richard Harding Davis, or ffKnute Rockne, All 
Am.ericantt, were suggestions. A choice book of "World Famous Paintings..m 
by Rockwell Kent from the art room was borrowed for pupils interested 
in art. .A. boy who did not usually ;Like poetry enjoyed 11Daubern by 
' 
Masefield. Kenneth Robert's books were recommended, especially to 
boys who like stories Of adventure but who had been reading second 
rate adventure stories. .A. few pupils who had no interest in fiction 
read Readers' Digest articles with great interest. 
The object~ ve was to have a selection not too difficult, yet. dif-
fiault enough to improve the taste, in short, (1) to adapt the mat~-
rial to the pupil's level and (2) to stimulate and encourage the 
student to read better books. 
During the three and a half periods not used for free reading, 
the regular course of study w:as followed. For example, in 12 ... 1 there 
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wa.s.. instruction in drama, study of' the history oi' drama in Ei:lgland, 
dramatic values, discussion oi' one-act plays 1 the :reading ot: a one-
act play by Lord Dunsany in class, also Goldsmith's '!She Stoops to 
C'onq_uertt-, and "liamlettt. These plays were read chiefly for the dramatic 
appreciation, w.i th the purpose ot: making the dramatic presentation 
real and the plot structure clear.. There was some class dramatization 
in an infonnal manner. Modern playwrig)lts were suggested for leisure 
reading. This study lead to a discussion of the actual class problem 
o~ choosing a senior play for production. 
In the work of' this period of e;x:periment there was, even in class 
w.ork, an avoidance of detailed analysis oi' literature and fonnal study. 
In 12-3, the civic group, there was, besides the free reading, 
drill in spelling and common errors oi' grammar in accordance with the 
course of study; there was the reading of selected essays from "Essays 
Old and New" by Essie Chamberlain, also of biographical exce:ryts from 
"Modern Biography"' by Hyde:. There was instruction about the charac-
teristics and types of the essay and biography. There was a general 
objective o'f relating the subject matter to situations of life, as for 
example, the discussion of and writing about sportsmanship after read-
ing 11The C:reat. American Game» by William Lyon Phelps. The viewpoint 
was assumed that WWhile style and structure may all be listed as ap-
propriate items in our study of the essay, the reaJ,.ly important con-
siderations are the thought stimulus and emotional stimulus which the 
1/ 
writer invokes.~-
1/0harles Swain Thomas, The Teachi!l& of ;English in the Secondary School. 
:S:oughton. Mifflin. Company, 192.7, p~ 323. '· 
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During this first eight ... we~·k period, the two groups, ll---1 and 
ll-3, were experimental groups in which the fo:r.m.al method of teaching 
was used~ No time was given for reading in these classes. Book re-
ports were required according to an assigned outline, and books were 
chosen from Th,e American Council Book List. for Home Reading or a 
simi~ar list. One classic and one other approved book were required 
reading. One of these book reviews was written during the class period 
and one prepared outside, 
In c.lass, the "Idylls of the Kingtt was the clas.sic selected for 
study. Lists of allusions and difficult vocabulary words were assigned 
for noteboolc work daily. Lists were made of phrases or sequences o'f 
aesthetic appeal or literary value. The verse form was studied. 
Paraphrasing was required. There was detailed notebook work and care-
ful analysis of material~ There was, in this course of study, theme 
work emphasizing paragraph development and the sentence :rhet,orically 
considered. 
In ll-3 the formal plan was the same with ~ dif:ferent selection 
of material, Selections :from Bennett's · ".American Li teraturett and 
Schweikert's ttShort Stories" were used. The J,atter would not have 
bean selected for this for.mal work~ but no classic. w.as available for 
use at this time. The reading of' editorials was assigned with precis. 
work. There was daily attention to vocabulary and form of' the litera..,. 
ture. There was outlining and study of form, with much notebook 
work. In addition there was drill in common errors of grannnar. 
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The commercial group, or 11~2, was a control group for the entire 
period o"f the experiment. The pupils were taught with the teacher's 
usual proced,ure, which is really a combination o"f the "free and "formal 
methods without any "free period "for c:lass ;reading. The plan here was 
to encourage leisure reading outside of class and to have in"for.mal 
reports at the beginning o:r eaeh period on topics o"f current interest: 
editorials, magazine articles, radio programs, and moving pictures .• 
One formal oral book :r;eport was required., also two formal book 
reviews o"f books approved by the teacher. 
The courae inc.luded a letter writing unit; the reading of ttA Tale 
of Two Gitiestt- with appreciation or the character study, oackground 1 
plot deve~opment, and possibilities "for dramatization. Some of the 
scenes of the novel were dramatized in in"formal reading~ Notebook work 
was required for vocabulary lists, outlines, and background material. 
This class., chie"fly o"f girls, showing an especial interest in 
poetry, chose Edna St. Vincent Millay's ppetic play, ttThe Princess 
Marries the Page't, for class dramatic reading, brought to class their 
favorite selections of poetry and began a choral reading project for 
an assembly program. Tb.ey also attempted the writing o"f sane poems 
fOr the school publication, several of which were acceptable. 
At the end of the "first eight-week period, a second "form of the 
same test given at the beginning of the experiment, The 1merican Council 
Cooperative Li tera,ry Comprehension Test, was given to all pup:Lls and 
the results evaluated statisticallY. Graphs of' class results were made 
and displayed on the bulletin boards. The individual test results 
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were shown to the pupils. 
During the next eight~week period, l2-l and 12~3 were taught by 
the formal method~ In 12-~ the selection of material was as follows: 
Miltonts ttMJ.nor Poemstt and Shakespearet s tt:Macbethn- and the first oook 
of Gals.worthy' s "The Forsyte Saga 11 • There was detailed study of the 
language, form, and. meaning;, with notebook work and f~equent objec-
tive tests. 
In 12-3 lf1\1acbetht~ was read, also selections from Burke's ttqon-
ciliationn and Macaulay's ttLife of J"ohnson". The tormal book reports 
were req_uired. as explained in connection with ll-l and J,.l-3·. 
The class work in the 11-1 or college group included chiefly 
theme writing, dri 11 in punctuation and spelling, ed.i to rial reading, 
and 11A Tale ot Two C:itiestt. 
The 11-3, or civic group, read in class a condensed edition o:f 
"A Tale ot Two Cities"'· In these two classes, 11-:-l and 11~3., as b:e-
fore with-the :free-reading groups, there was. encouragement and stimu-
lus for extensive reading and the avoidance of :fo:nn.a~ analysis. The 
literature used :far class work was determined nec.esaarily by the 
available material. 
At the end of the experiment all pupils were tested b.y a thi:rd 
form of the American Council ~ooperative Literary ~omprehension Test 
and the results evaluated. 
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CEAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DA'!A. 
The ~e:rican Council Literary Comprehension Test, Form Q., was 
g.iven at. the beginning ot the experiment. Another similar form of 
the same test, Form 0, was given after eight weeks of the experiment 
in November. Another, Form P, W!iJ.S given at the end of the second 
eight-week period in J"anuary~ These tests measured level of compre-
hension and speed. 
Tables XI - XV present the comparative distribution of scores 
for the three seta of tests for each group. Figures 1 - 5 present 
graphically the distribution o;f scores for the three te~ts in level 
of comprehension for each group. Tables I - X present the means, 
medians, and other statistical intonn.ation concerning these three 
tests for each group in level and speed of comprehension. 
In 12-1 and 12~3, the statistics of Form 0 show results of the 
free reading; Form P, of the fo:rm.al reading. In 11,.,.1 and 11-3 
statistics of Form 0 show results of the fomal reading and Form P, 
of free reading. 
Resul t.s: of 12-1 Testing 
In Tables I and II, Form 0 tests the result of_free reading an~ 
Form P of the formal method. Form ~ was used at the beginning of the 
ex.perimen t. 
- .. :;;L -
Table I 
Level of Comprel:).ension 
P. E. of 
Test No. Mean Med.ia.I!. s. D. s. E. P. E. Di:f:ference 
Form Oases M, o:f Means 
Q 31 58.25 58.~. 4.92 .88 .59 
0 31 58.1 57. 5.21 ]..13 .75 .95 
p 29 60.7 6.0. 7~47 1,37 .94 1.2 
Since the difference between the two means of Forms Q and 0 was 
only .1 and since a difference must be 4 times as large as the P. E. 
of this difference to be completely reliable, the·difference here 
indicates that there is no appreciahle dif:ference in the results o:f 
the second testing. 
Since the difference between the two means of Forms 0 and P was 
2.6, and since this difference is only 2, times as great as the proba-
ble error of the d,ifference, this diff"erence cannot b19 taken to 
indicate complete reliability. ~ere are, however, 92 chances in 100 
that the difference is reliable, 8 chances in 100 that it is not. In 
considering the end-of-the-year norms of this particular test, we 
find the difference between the norms from the end of grade ll to the 
end of grade 12 to be only ~.s0 • Therefore, we might expect in a 
period of 8 weeks only about • 7 gain,. Since our gain in 8 weeks was 
2.6., nearly 4 times as great as this normal gain, it might be con-
sidered signiticant~ 
0C:oopera.tive Test Service o:f the ..Mterican Council :in Education, Nra.y,l938 




Speed of C'o:mprehe-nsion 
p~ E. Of 
T'est No. ~a.n Media.n s~ D. s. E.; P. E. Diff'erence 
Fol;'lll C'ases M. of Means 
Q;, 3]. 621'4 \ 601'75 5. 75\ l.2 
0 31 6L4 51.35: 7.89 1.59 .95 1,.03 
p 2,9 64.5 61.75 7~83 1.45 .97 1.5. 
.. 
Table II shows. tha.t the .:prqbable e:rror of the d.i:ff'erence of' the 
two meam?; ot Form. Q. and 0 in tb.e speed of ao.rnpreb.ension. for 12 ... l was 
1.05. The diff·er~mce hetween the two :means was l :point. The chances, 
then, ~e 74 i:q. 100 that ti?-e diff'erence. is reliable, a negat.i ve dif.,.. 
terence. 
. . 
The :probable e;rro~ of the diff'erence of two means of Forms 0 and 
P was 1.3. Since. the Clif:t:'erence of the two. :means is 3.1 and since this 
dift·erence is a,5 ti+ues as large as th~ :p:r;:<>babl.e e:rror- of this <Uf-
ference, there are 94 c:hanct:ls in 100 tb.at i;he difference is reliable. 
It :may be ass.u:med that the group :made no completely s:i:.gn.i:fieant 
gains or loss in level or a:peed of ccm:prehension during the 8-.week 
:per-iod of free reading, but that they made an appreciable though not 
completely significant gain in level o:f comprehension and speed in the 
g;L'ou:ps of the more formal method of teaching. The results or the 
s.econd test are slightly lower than those of the first. 
Resulta o~ la-5 Te~ting 
The tweUth grade.: or· Se+U.or c:i vic GroRp was te&ted with similar 







Level ot Comprehension 
Mean. Median s .. D. S. E. 
M. 
50.'7 51 6.6 1.4 
48.3. '7.8 
53.2 51.5 4.5 • 9'7 
P. E:. of' 





The difference.: between the two :means, o:r Forms. Q.. and 0 was 4.4, 
The probable error o~ the dif';ference of the two mf')ans was. 1.4. Tht'lre-
i'ore, the chances are 7·7 in 100 the,t this d.iff'eren<;}e is reliable, a 
negative result. 
In comparing the means of Fo::on.a 0 and P, we tound the probable 
error of the diti'erence of the two me!;tns. to be 1.3~ Since the. dii'-
terence hetwl3en the two means was. 4.9, th.e. chances are 99 in 100 that 
this dii'f'eren.ee is reliable. There is abou,t 1 chance in 100 that this 
is not signi~ic;ant. Sine.e, a:J,sa, as was stated in the interpretation 
of' the twelfth grade coll~ge group, we find that for ~his particular 
test the di~:C"erenc;e between the: noJ;mS, from. the end o::r grade 11 to the 
end. o:r grade 1.a is only 2 .B, in a period of 8 weeks, the normal g~n 










wrong for ~omputing the scaled score, the American Cooperative Test 
Se;r:vice was eonsulted, a;nd according to their direction, the :results 
of the preeecUng Q.a,.ta were computed from the ~orrected fo:rntula. 
Since the. ;r:esults ot' this :f"OP!l were consistently lower than those of 
Form ~, it seemed possible that there might be some difference i~ 
equating the forms.. The puolishe:rs stated, however, that they found 
no evidence that Form 0 was more difficult than Form Q.. 
Since pupil,s; commented upOIJ.. the difficul, ty of more selection,s 
o:r poetry in Form 0, that factor was checked, 84ld the results noted 
as follows: 
Form Q; No, of ,selections o.f poetry, 6• 
' 
pros:e, 8 
Foxm. 0 No. of selection~;> of poe.try, g. 1 prose, 9 
Fo:r;m.p No~ of selections of poetry, 7; prose, 10 
The fact that these pupils found the poetry more difficult tha.II,. 
prase may have had a slight effect upon the results. 

i 
weelc period o;f :rree reading~ He waa one of a large family with in.,. 
tellectual interests., was to· ne graduated with no prospect of" con-
tinuing hia education, had limited stamina for any disciplinary study 
but was an omnivorous reader~ His reading card was as :fol.lows;: 
Rook A.uthor 
Ordeal ~ .......... ~- .......................... Neville Shute 
The American Presidency ••••••••••••.•••••• Harold Laski 
The Promises Men Live •••••••.•••.••.••••• Harry She~ 
New England. Indian Summer· ••••• • ......... Van . Wyp;k &ook~=t 
Wi:q.d.s at Gha,nce ••••••••••••••••••••••••• .Teffrey Farnol 
Broad. HighwaY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .Tet:frey Farnol 
.T~de of Destiny ............................ .Teffrey Farp.ol 
It Can r t Happen Here ••••• • •••••••.••••.• Sinclair Lewis 
The Good l!Ja.xth ···~·····•·······O.···········;Pea,rl Buck 
I Loat My Epglish .Accent or •••••••••••• a. V-r R• Thompson. 
Seasoned Timb.er ·~·····················Dorothy Canfiel,d 
America in Mid-.Passage •· ••••••••• C:harles E:llld :Mary_BearQ:. 
Tales. • , ,. !". ~ ...... ~ •. ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ••• ~. ~ ~ ~ •••••• .. Edgar Allan Poe 
lfiola Gwyn • ~ •••••••••• ~ .......... GeorgE) Barr MeCutchf)lon. 
The Faee in the Mist • • ................. Homer- B. Hulbert 
~he Copper Box •.•••.•••••.••• , •••••••••• r. M. F'letcher 
Twenty Years After ••••••.••••••••••.••. A.lexand.er Dumas 
Stories •••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••• &ete Harte. ( 3) 
One boy, a 4.-H Club m.emoer, who planned to make agriculture his 
vocation, read entirely about fa.:rming or out-of-door life., Several 
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bays read along, the line of seient.if'ic in.te:~:est~ 
One o:oy, of wer:y ~erious bent, read e:x:tenaively in history and 
abou..t the pres.ent war, confining his reading entirely to these s.ub-
jects,~ The suggeation was o!fered of the advisability of reading a· 
l-ighter type of literature, such as b()oks o:t fiction with historical 
background by Kenneth Rohe::vts. 
'L'J:)..ere was the case of an eleventh grade boy ot 72 I. Q.. of 6 per-:" 
centile reading comprehension, a sc~ool athlete of foreign parentage. 
His reading choice was boys' books of a low ~ade level, aa, for exam-
ple, R(Jnder the Basketn- by R. Sherman~ He developed interest in the 
Scholastic Magazine articles oi' a vocational type. Vocational read-
ing of his level was made available to him as the result of the ex-
periment~ 
There was the case Of a boy of 142 I.Q. whose reading comprehen-
sion was not as high as his ability. His test score was a few :Points 
lower a!ter the eight-week period of tree reading. He read a rather 
limited amount, considering his ability and background of culture. 
During the formal reading experiment he gained 18 points in compre-
hension and i:p, the ~ast test rated 99 percentile. He evidently needed 
directioD, of' his reading. He him13elf attributed his g!tin to a reg_uired 
classic, .for which he c:Q.ose a, book by Dickens, the class +'ead.:l.r+g oi' 
tt.A.. Forsyte Sagatt·, an,d precis work. The pupils o-f superior ability, 
in general, showed need of personal guidance in their reading• 
There was. the general problem of the choice ·o-f second or third 
rate fiction and the substitution of 'books of value that would 
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stimulate interest and naise the level of ta13te at the same time. 
There was a noticeable dearth of biography on the lists of the 
12-1 group. The fact showed the need of guidance in selection. Fol-
lowing the e::x:peril:nent was a unit of study of modern b.iog:r:aphy, opening 
this field,. of reading to them. 
There was a healthy enthusiasm :i.n the civic groups for adventt~.re 
stories, in many cases, however, to the e~clusion of vocationa,l read-
ing. Fol.lowipg "jihe e~periment when a considerable amount of vocational 
.material was made available to these groups in the classroom~ more 
than h!:tlf of the pupils chose it and read,. it with interest. 
The majority of' pupils chose books of val'\le. The following is 
one typical of an average boy who was enthusiastic about free reading. 
Book Author 
On the Bottom ••••.••••••••••••••••.••••• ~Edward Ell~berg 
The Pearl Lagoon ·~·····••···~··········Nordhoff and Hall 
Derelict ••••••••••• ~ ~ •••• ! •••• , ••• · ••••• Nordhoff and Hall 
Men o:f D13.nger ··~ • •••••••••.•.• t ••••••••••••• Lowell Thomas 
Hat~.nters of the Silences .............. ,.,.,, ••••••• Roberts 
No N.fore Gas. • •• , ••.•••• , •••••••••••••••. Nordhoff and,. Hall 
Cutter and Other J)dgs ............... Albert Payson Terhune 
. .. 
Chad Ha.nna;. •• ~ ••.••• , •••••••••• ~ ••••••• Walter D • .Edmond$ 
The. :MU.tineers . ! ..... ~ !" •• ;-· ~, tl: ••••••• ~ ~ -~· .... ·~ ••• Charles n~wes 
S:lcy'ward ~ ••• ,. , • !" ~ •• ! ~· •• ~ •• ! ~ ~ • ~ • ~ ••• , ~- ••• • Richa+d E~ Byrd 
The Covered Wagon •·•··~····•···••··········:Emerson Hough 
We kre Not .Alone • , ••.••••••••••.•••••.. , ••• ,J"ames Hilton 
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'I en,.joyeQ. every minute o:r these leis1.+re reading periods, 
and. IAo wish that they could .be continued. for the remainder o:r 
the year.tJ: 
"Free reading has many advantages over the ordin.ary type oi' 
reading done by ~ pupil. First, a student i;:; more interested in 
readi~ a book when he has _the privilege oi' reading the kind tbat 
oi'i'ers llim entertainment a!ld enjoyro,.ent.tt-
urt is trq,e that a student should not depend on one :free 
reading period a week :for books, but ii' he is given a chance to 
s.ta:r;>t the read;J.p.g, and i:f the book ;provE!s interesting to him, he 
is very likely to complete it.~ 
tti know that I have read more and ~p.joyed more .books this 
year than in any of ~ previou~ years in high school. In :free 
reading time, :for instance, I learned what modern plays. were 
like. I never thought that modern plays, or any other plays, 
:for that matt.er, were as interesting a.s they seem to be, but 
since reading a book of plays be J". M, Barrie, I have discovered 
that I really enjoy reading them. tt 
Some pupils mentioned the advantage oi' the new method over that 
of b.ook rev.i ews, as the :following paragraphs show. One pupil wrote, 
UB:ave you ever :found book reports a misery? Have you ever 
rushed. around at the last minute looking tor a book suitable :for 
report purposes? Well, I speak from e~xperience. Now, I have 
plenty at time to select. a book, as I know there will be a read~ 
· ing period in cla~:~s. each week:-t ~ 
.Another pupil wrote, 
UDuring our :recesses, pupils dis.cussed their choices with 
others oi' the class. At last, stude~nts were b.eginning to feel 
that all book~:~ were not written so that they might have to be 
reviewed at the e~nd. of every month.~ 
Many w:rotEI appreci~tively of· the clas$ discussions. One oi' the 
pupils wrote, 
~I have receivedmany suggestions fro~ the other students 
of theclass as to what books to read, a,nd I shall endeavor to 
obtain and read some of those books.~ 
Others wrote reviews. in which they showed an appreciative sense 
of books they had read. Excerpts from these are as follows; 
ttrn r~ding the plays. and stories of' the authors o:f another 
day, one is likely to come upon theories which are out o:f date 
and litt.le opinions which are out-moded or unimportant~ Many 
'modern' plays will probably appear worthless in years to come, 
but the_philosaphy of Shakespeare remains valid. 1r-
"First :i;n my reading I traveled frcm :Boston tc;> Pemaquid and 
the Kennebec River country, the home of my ancestors, bu:i;lt log 
I+omea; planted,. corn, watched it grow, and harvested it; almost 
fell .in love with the channing impetuous J"oel in Ben Ames Wil-
liam's fascinating novel, 'Come Spring' • tt . 
U:First, fran the viewpoint of enjoyable reading, I might 
ask whethe:r or not you have ever read a book Qy Elizabeth or 
Elizabeth Goudge. Writings of both of these authors. have a 
similar charm amid beautiful and appealing descriptions.'" 
l.f:tThe Naz~rene' closes With the heart-rend.ing manner in 
which_ the Romans treated The Christ in the last days of His life 
on this earth. The: final chapter& are certainly most vivid. 
They tell o:E the Triumphal Entry into J"erusalem., the disgraceful 
way in which The Galilean was treated, .and finally the agonizing 
story of the Gruc.ifixion. *' · 
O:rte pupil wrote of her appreciation of books in connection with 
the Book Fair as follows: 
nAll in all, it was a wonderful experience to attend such a 
gathering and mingle with people who agree with J"am.es Bussell 
Lowell when he said, 'Have you ever eonsidered what the mere 
ability to read means? That it iS the key which admits us to the 
whole world of thought and fancy and imagination? To the company 
of Saint and Sage of the wisest and wittiest moment? ~at it 
enables us to see with the keenest eyes, hear with the finest 
ears, and lister+ to the sweetest voices of all t:i.me? More than 
that, it annih:Llates tillle and space for us I ttt 
Besides these excerpts of appreciation, evidence was noted in a 
queationnaire. given at th~ end. o:t; eight wee,ks af'ter the experiment to 
obtain opinion& o:f the pupils as to the respective merits of the two 
reading pro~ams in enjoyment and value. Questions were also aaked 
about the amount and type of material J:ead voluntarily during this 
time. 
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All ~xl)ept two pupils thought the free reading enjoyahl.e. All 
except two thought it of value. .A.pp:roJQ.ma.tely }+all o:t' the pupils 
thought the :t:ol'.ma.l :x;eadi.ng enjoyable~ All except two thought the 
tonn.al reading :pl!ogram of value. 
All thought that the free reading contrib].lted more than the 
formal to their interest in :reading. About 85 per cent thought that 
the formal program con tri bu ted more than. the free· to their vocabulary 
improvement~ 
All exce11t eight p].lpilp had read books sine~ the experiment. 
All pupils in la-1 listed boo~s of value, including more 'biography 
and vocational material than before. All pupils e:x:cept three in 12-3 
listed books of value, but not as many books as during the experiment. 
All except three pupils in 11,..,.3 had read books 'o:e some value, of the 
same type read during the experiment, besides the vocational material 
w.hich they read i:p, '\;he c lasaroom. 
The results of thip questionnaire would indicate that the experi-
ment had been of definite val.ue i;n. stimulating interest in reading~ 
The fact that only. half of the pupils found the fol."lll.al reading enjqya-. 




of eight week~, and ag~in at the end of the second eight-week period. 
Atter using standardized tests at the end of the first eight 
weeks, it was found that, in level and speed of comprehension, the 
two group~ having :free reading made no significant gains, that this 
was also true at the end of the same period with the two groups re-
ceiving to:r.mal instruction, but that these Iatte:;t: groups made slightly 
higher gains! In the reversal of the. teaching. techniq,ue it was :fou.nd 
that there we:re significant, though nat completely :reliable, gains in 
the for.mal method. in two senio:r g;roups, that there was a significant. 
gain ~n the free J:eading p:rog:ram o:f the junio:r civic group. This lat-
ter point might be evidence o:f the fact that pupils o:f comparatively 
lower El.bili ty might profit more by free reading than those of higher 
ability. The ll-1 ~oup made loweJ: gains than the other groups. 
This group had English only :four times a week, a :fact which may have 
had same slight ef:fect upon results. The control group made gair~s that 
compared :favorab:j..y with the other groups. !lllieir gains were higher than 
any other group e4Cept the junior civic. class, All g:roups made slight-
ly lower scores in ~e second testing than in the first. 
The subjective analysis would indicate that the attitude of pupils 
toward reading was improved by the :free reading, that in ;many cases 
it is possible that habits of :reading may have been improved, that as 
a guidance :factor free reading has advantages for diagnosis. 
In surveying the experiment, weaknesses are evident! More con-
sultation with othe:r subject teachers, more correlation o:f subject 
matter, and more e~ensive ai;tention to vocational needs, more 
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':The i'ree read:i,ng prqgram is of value ~s a motivating procedure, 
for it ~reate a a favorable at.ti tude which is essential for attaining 
the highest objectives. It also has value as a factor o.:r the guidance 
program in offering a wider selection of material and reading experi-
ence, and in affording an aqdi tional source of information i'or indi-
vidual guidance. 
While this experiment was not wholly satisfactory in producing 
entirely significant. results., it has the advantage of b!'ling a step 









Taole. XVI presents a. tabulation of the mea!$, atandard devia-
tion and mean gains~ l~vel of comprehension ~or all groups in all 
testa. It shows that the highest gain in free :reading, 3 po.ints, 
was made by the ll-.,3 or eleventh grade civic group, that the highest 
gain by any group in eight. weeks was that of the twelfth gr.ade civic 
group 4 .. 9 in formal ~ea,d,ing. It shows· losses or very slight gains 
in the second testing. It shows that all groups made substantial 
&!-ins d:uring the last eight weeks except the eleventh gxa,de college 
g:roup, 11-1, which made no substantial gains. in the eXJ?eriment. 
This group, however, had meana second in rating i~ all groups. It 
shows that the control group had gains as high as the other groups 
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